
“The Pledge”*
*With apologies to the film, The Prestige

 Where are we in Maine, today, with respect to political 
advocacy and a brief story of how we got there.

 It’s a story of small team(s) and individual successes 
rather than a conventional large force well-scripted 
effort.

 Full disclosure: This is one MEMHCA Past Co-
President’s and Past Legislative Chair’s and one 
current AMHCA PP&L Committee Member’s opinion.





“The Turn”
Highlights

 Around 10 years ago the Chapter was dying. We had 
accomplished licensure and insurance inclusion with 
MaineCare and third party payers. 

 Then MCCA (MEMHCA) President Peter Comstock sent 
“The Letter.” Later presented with AMHCA Chapter Service 
Award.

 The Board re-formed, adapted the by-laws to allow for a 
restored Board, and began to rebuild.

 We adopted Co-Presidents (not sure, but I think that may 
have been a first for an AMHCA Chapter) to share the load 
and allow for individual interests and skills to work (e.g., 
Legislative focus and Chapter business focus).

 MCCA/MEMHCA had/has an amazing administrative person 
who stewarded us through much of the protocol of running 
the Chapter (and still does!). 



 Shared commitment to Medicare inclusion legislative effort, 
albeit more unilaterally followed by some in our chapter.

 Participation in AMHCA Leadership training in DC with 
Capital Hill visits supported by the Chapter (i.e., funds for 
travel). Learning the ropes.

 Sustained in-state visits with legislative staff and MOCs. 
Individual efforts versus a focus on coordinated groups. 
Active Board work. Some individual member work.

 Individual Lobbying visits to DC to meet with Staff and 
MOCs. Some with AMHCA staff, some solo. 

 Increased individual member lobbying efforts with materials 
provided by MEMHCA (e.g., chapter and AMHCA website) 
and some on their own initiative. MEMHCA requested that 
members simply let us know when they met with anyone, 
which happened, sometimes.



 Board members led by example and faced some of their own doubts 
in meeting with MOCs and staff in regional offices.

 More individual lobbying trips to DC (some on family vacations, during 
conferences, just to get out of Maine in the Spring).

 A decision by MEMHCA Board to permit the Legislative Chair to focus 
on Medicare issue while state topics were monitored by Board and 
members. Outstanding engagement by individual members, MECA 
and MEAMFT organizations, and Graduate School faculty/students.

 Decision by MEMHCA Board to retain a professional lobbyist for state 
issues and to monitor legislative activities specific to LMHCs.

 Testimony before State Legislature on proposed change in funding of 
LMHCs for “dual eligible” individuals. Coordination of state and 
federal issues. We begin to emerge as an engaged and better 
informed Chapter. Support comes from surprising quarters (e.g., 
Agencies and Hospitals).

 Continuing coordination (e.g., class visits, student Board liaisons) with 
Graduate programs to inform students of professional issues including 
advocacy on Medicare inclusion. The students increased their activity 
on campus and in political offices. Support by dedicated faculty.



 Chapter website continually updated with information about 
both the issues and how to do effective advocacy utilizing 
AMHCA resources.

 Chapter, in the meantime and in addition to the regular 
business of the Chapter, re-constituted its annual 
conference which has both provided excellent training 
opportunities locally for reasonable costs and provided 
income to fund lobbying and other chapter initiatives. 

 Name was changed to reflect our affiliation with AMHCA. 
This was both “branding” and strategically consistent with 
where we believe the ultimate inclusive legislation will go 
(i.e., “Mental Health Counselors”) with respect to language.

 Advocacy has shifted from Legislative “Committee” to the 
MEMHCA Board, individual MEMHCA  members (e.g., one 
of whom puts out fairly regular e-mail alerts on relevant 
issues as part of her private practice), Graduate Schools in 
the state (Faculty and students), is supported by 
professional Lobbyist and in concert with our professional 
colleagues in MECA and MEAMFT.



“The Prestige”
 All current Maine MOCs support Medicare inclusive legislation. Senator’s Collins (R) and King (I) are 

both co-sponsors of S. 562. Reps. Pingree and Michaud are co-sponsors of HR 3662. Their respective 
legislative staffs are extraordinarily well informed of the scope of Medicare inclusion for LMHCs and 
our clients.

 Senator Collins was and remains a champion of LMHCs inclusion under TRICARE, and sought input 
from MEMHCA and incorporated that material in her formal Armed Services Committee statements.

 Rep. Michaud was recognized by AMHCA as Legislator of the year in 2013 for his sustained support of 
Veterans and legislation regarding access to treatment.

 Sen. Snowe was always welcoming and generous in both staff and her own time to hear the full 
measure of our concerns and was openly supporting the legislation prior to her departure from the 
Senate in 2012.

 Changed name of state chapter to reflect and declare our affiliation with our national organization.

 State chapters of MEMHCA, MECA and MEAMFT work collaboratively and independently on state and 
federal issues.

 MEMHCA retains a professional lobbyist for state related issues. He and his office are well informed 
as to the impact of Medicare inclusion legislation and its impact on current state initiatives.

 MEMHCA has an active and committed Board, with active, committed and self-directed members 
(maybe it’s a Maine thing).

 Excellent working relationships with Graduate programs (with extraordinary faculty) in the state who 
create the next generation of our profession.



Thoughts from Maine
You’re results may vary, 
including being better

• Keep calm and maintain a relentless focus on what’s important to you, and your state chapter. As with 
Kipling’s charge, treat success and failure the same. See the whole board, as is said in the game of 
chess. We certainly benefitted from “unforeseen incidents, meetings and material assistance” 
(Goethe) unique to our particularly quirky state context. So can you.

• Political advocacy is a skill set that can be learned, taught and modified as needed. It is a tool, and an 
art, rather than esoteric dogma or cult activity.  At its essence, it’s effective communication in a specific 
context.

• Accept, value, encourage and actively cultivate everyone’s contribution and participation at whatever 
level. An authentic “Thank you!” is so important in an appreciative versus adversarial process. The 
former creates a movement, the latter creates more obstacles to navigate.

• Pay careful attention to what kind of leadership fits you and your state chapter. The measure of that 
success is movement toward what’s important to you. When in doubt, keep moving.

• Borrow mindsets and behaviors that work for you and your state chapter.
• “Ready to lead, ready to follow, never quit.” (US Navy SEALS).

THANK YOU!


